Cliff swallows gathering mud. Photo credit: Dan Loran
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Dan Loran’s photographs of cliff
swallows (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota)
in the June 2015 issue of Blue Jay1
clearly show the birds fluttering their
wings above their backs as they
gather mud for their nests, in the
tight flocks that are typical of this
behaviour.2,3 Each bird raises its tail
slightly above the horizontal and
flutters its wings above the back
while pecking mud into a pellet that
will be added to the gourd-shaped
nest that usually abuts adjacent
nests, in dense colonies.2,4
Why do cliff swallows flap their
wings while gathering mud? An early
suggestion was that wing-fluttering
prevents cliff swallows from sinking
and sticking in the mud and soiling
their feathers.5 This explanation does
not extend to the solitarily nesting
barn swallow (Hirundo rustica),
however, which also builds mud
nests but does not similarly flap the
wings when gathering the mud.
More recently, Robert Butler

proposed that wing flapping by mudgathering cliff swallows facilitates
avoidance of copulations forced on
females while they are gathering
mud.4 This hypothesis was based
on data collected for male bank
swallows (Riparia riparia), another
species of swallow that nests in
dense colonies, but in burrows
constructed in sand banks. Male
bank swallows escorted their mates
when away from the nests to guard
against “promiscuous copulations”.
This behaviour was interpreted as
“mate guarding”6, and that extrapair copulations were attempted on
the ground.7 In the cliff swallow, one
member of a mated pair guards the
nest while the other gathers mud3,
which precludes guarding the mudgathering female.4
Butler observing that wingfluttering by mud-gathering cliff
swallows became more frequent
as flock size increased and during
the onset of egg laying when
females were most fertile. He tested
the hypothesis by recording the
frequency of “copulation attempts”
by males on taxidermic models
of cliff swallows placed at mud-

gathering sites, some with wings
extended above the back, the
others with wings folded against
the body.4 He predicted that males
would attempt to land on the backs
of models with folded wings more
frequently than on swallows with
extended wings. Although the results
were not significant, fewer attacks
were recorded on models of mudgathering females whose wings were
extended versus those with folded
wings.4
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